30 minutes

P OPideas - HO W T O M AKE

Approx.
Craft Time

Hair Bow

SUPPLIES AND TOOLS:
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SKILL LEVEL: Beginner

• POPTapeTM: Pinkalicious Pink, Polar White, Magical Unicorns.
• Non-stick Scissors/Craft Knife.
Step 1
To create the POPtape fabric
for the bow, cut or tear 2 x
12cm lengths of Pinkalicious
Pink POPtape, and lay them
side by side on your work
surface with a 5mm overlap
to join them on the long
side. Tear another 12cm
length of Pinkalicious Pink
tape and lay it sticky side
down on the top row of your
other 2 pieces.
Step 2
Fold the bottom piece of
tape over exactly in half to
join the sticky sides
together.

work surface with a 5mm
overlap to join them on the
long side. Tear another 10cm
length of tape and lay it
sticky side down on the top
row of your other 2 pieces.
Fold the bottom piece ¾ of
the way over to join the sticky
sides together. You should
have a white rectangle 10cm
long & 6cm wide. To create
the Magical Unicorns fabric,
tear 2 x 8cm pieces of
Magical Unicorns POPtape
and join them sticky sides
together. You should now
have 3 pieces of fabric in 3
different sizes. Trim them to
tidy them up if required.

Step 3
To create the white fabric, lay
2 x 10cm lengths of white
tape side by side on your

Step 4
To create the folds in your
bow, take each piece of
fabric and fold lengthways in

narrow rows pressing firmly
to create the fold lines as you
go. The folds will not stay in
place until you join the bow
together in Step 6.

band. Stick the loop to one
end of the pink & white strip.
You may need to adjust the
location as you attach your
tie piece to your bow.

Step 5
For the centre tie piece, tear
a 10cm piece of pink tape
and cut off a 15mm wide
strip. Tear a 10cm piece of
white tape and cut off a
5mm wide strip to lay down
the centre of the pink strip.
Cut another 5mm wide strip
from the white tape and fold
it in half lengthways to join
the sticky sides together.
Make a small loop and join
the ends with a small piece
of tape so you have a
complete circle. This is the
loop for attaching your bow
to your hair clip or head-

Step 6
To join your bow together,
lay your 3 pieces of fabric
one on top of the other, pink
on the bottom, then white,
then unicorns on top.
Squeeze them together in
the centre and firmly wrap
around the tie piece several
times to secure the bow in
the centre. Start from the
end without the loop and as
you get closer to the end of
your tie piece make sure the
loop is positioned at the
back of the bow before you
stick it down.
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